
10' TENTS AND 10' TENT WALLS
Provide shade for players and fans while you serve them 
concessions, provide information or encourage them to sign up 
for special events. Tent canopies can be imprinted with a logo, dye 
sublimated or UV-printed with a full-color design. These tents have a 
variety of accessory options, so you can design a standout look.

BANNERS
Welcome the audience and encourage team spirit with indoor or 
outdoor banners. There's a wide variety of options with many sizes, 
materials and finishing styles to choose from.
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OUTDOOR TREK LITE RETRACTOR
This heavy-duty retractor loves the great outdoors! It features two 
single-sided vinyl banners so it's ideal for outdoor use, and the 
attachable feet keep it stable. It's lightweight so it's easy to move so 
you can display it wherever the action is.

TWIST-UP OVAL & HORIZONTAL A-FRAMES
Announce sports and registration events with these eye-catching 
A-frames. The Twist-Up Oval A-frame is extremely lightweight, portable 
and printed on 100% recycled media. Horizontal A-frames have a 
durable, aluminum frame designed to withstand outdoor conditions. 
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SIGNICADE DELUXE A-FRAMES
A-frames are great for long-term outdoor use, and the plastic 
construction makes them weather-resistant and maintenance-free. 
Single- and double-sided options are available.

OVER-THE-TOP DISPLAYS & ULTRAFIT THROWS
These two products are the perfect tabletop combo. Over-the-Top 
Displays come in a variety of looks and fit 6' or 8' tables and are 
printed on 100% recycled media. UltraFit table throws stretch over a 
table for a wrinkle-free look. This combination is ideal for providing 
information or serving concessions.
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OUTDOOR EVENT COOLER
This cooler lets you keep beverages cool while promoting a brand or 
team. It holds up to 40 lbs. of ice and 48 standard 12 oz. beverage 
cans. Your artwork can be displayed across most of the visible 
surface area on the side of the unit, giving your message the ample 
space it deserves. 

FABRIC FLAGS & SAIL SIGNS
A great way to get your message noticed! Fabric flags are durable 
making them ideal in any environment. Sail signs are available in a 
variety of shapes and sizes, with several base options for indoor and 
outdoor use. Graphics are dye sublimated to produce rich, vibrant 
colors, and they come in single- or double-sided options.
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